Not Just Another ‘Fish Story’

Dry eye sufferers could benefit from supplements that contain fish oils and other fatty acids. By Paul M. Karpecki, OD, and Diana L. Shechtman, OD

Given the variability inherent within the dry eye population—it can affect just about anyone at any age, and its potential causes are numerous—obtaining statistically significant findings has been a challenge. Until now? At least in one aspect of care, perhaps. A nutritional supplement recently accomplished this feat in a randomized, double-masked, placebo-controlled multicenter trial led by John D. Sheppard, MD, MMSc, and Stephen C. Plungfelder, MD. In the HydroEye Study, the researchers evaluated the effects of a dietary supplement on moderate-to-severe dry eye in postmenopausal women. The supplement consisted of black currant seed—a source of gamma-linolenic acid (GLA)—and fish oils, a source of eicosapentaenoic acid and docosahexaenoic acid (EPA/DHA), antioxidants and nutrient cofactors.

Efficacy outcomes, assessed at baseline and at four, 12 and 24 weeks, included an Ocular Surface Disease Index (OSDI) questionnaire, Schirmer’s test, tear break-up time, fluorescein and lissamine green staining, and corneal topographic indexes. Conjunctival impression cytologies were obtained and immuno-stained for inflammatory biomarkers. The results showed that the supplement treatment group had significantly improved dry eye symptoms, while surface irregularity progressed in the placebo group.

Understanding GLA

GLA is an omega-6 fatty acid (FA) found mostly in plant-based oils, such as borage seed oil, evening primrose oil and black currant seed oil. Omega-6 and omega-3 FAs are considered essential fatty acids (EFAs), which means they’re necessary for human health; however, our bodies don’t manufacture either of these fatty acids, so they must be ingested. A healthy diet contains a balance of omega-3 and omega-6 FAs.

Omega-3 fatty acids help reduce inflammation, whereas some omega-6 FAs promote it. Unfortunately, the typical American diet tends to favor the pro-inflammatory omega-6 variety, which is often found in animal fats and vegetable oils.

Notably, not all omega-6 fatty acids behave the same. Linoleic acid (LA) and arachidonic acid (AA) are typically considered less healthy because they promote inflammation. GLA, on the other hand, can reduce it, because much of the supplemental GLA is converted to an anti-inflammatory substance called dihomo-y-linolenic acid (DGLA). But to help promote the conversion of GLA to DGLA, the body must be nourished with certain nutrients, including magnesium, zinc, and vitamins C, B3 and B6.

Fish Oil is Essential

Most ingested omega-6 fatty acids come from vegetable oils in the form of LA. The body converts LA to GLA and then to AA in a pro-inflammatory pathway. Without the presence of omega-3 fatty acids (ideally, from antioxidant-rich foods such as cold water fish or flaxseed), you can actually promote inflammation. You can achieve effective anti-inflammatory properties by maintaining a ratio of at least 1:1.

Clinical Research Concerning GLA + EPA/DHA

The clinical research related to ocular disease treatment and these EFAs is surprisingly abundant. In 2011, researchers compared this combination to placebo and found statistical improvement in dry eye disease. Another study looked at the effects of a supplement involving LA, GLA and artificial tears on inflammatory markers in addition to typical dry eye testing. Interestingly, the results revealed statistically significant changes in symptoms (p<0.005), lissamine green staining (p<0.005) and ocular surface inflammation (p<0.05) in the study group, compared with controls as measured by human leucocyte antigen-DR (HLA-DR) expression reduction. There was no statistical improvement in TBUT or Schirmer’s testing.

Research has also supported the benefits of GLA in the management of dry eye associated with contact lens use. In this study, the treatment group showed significant improvement in the specific symptom of “dryness” at three and six months (p<0.01) and also a significant...
improvement in overall lens comfort at six months (p<0.01). Tear meniscus height was increased in the treatment group at six months relative to baseline (p<0.01), although all other objective signs were unchanged.

Patients with more advanced dry eye disease, such as Sjögren’s syndrome KCS, also seemed to benefit. GLA supplementation was shown to improve symptoms and corneal staining signs. More specific studies into post-refractive surgery (PRK) dry eye also showed statistical improvement in symptoms and signs, such as tear production clearance.

Another study—once again, supporting the combination of GLA with EPA/DHA Omega-3 fatty acids—showed a statistical improvement in conjunctival inflammatory markers in dry eye patients after three months of use. The measurement for inflammation improvement was the reduction in conjunctival epithelium expression of the inflammatory marker HLA-DR. This study demonstrated that supplementation with omega-3 and omega-6 fatty acids can reduce expression of HLA-DR conjunctival inflammatory markers and may help improve DES symptoms.

Finally, there is also research supporting the benefits of GLA in meibomian gland dysfunction. In this study, patients were divided into three groups; the first received supplement containing GLA, the second lid hygiene and the third supplement containing GLA, the fatty acids can reduce expression of DGLA formation and anti-inflammatory effects. GLA may well be a valuable component to ocular surface disease health, perhaps similar to what we’ve seen in macular disease health, perhaps similar to what we’ve seen in macular disease health, perhaps similar to what we’ve seen in macular disease health, perhaps similar to what we’ve seen in macular disease health.

The importance of maintaining significant levels of omega-3 essential fatty acids in the body cannot be emphasized enough. The clinical benefit of GLA is well-supported as a proper supplement to promote DGLA formation and anti-inflammatory effects. GLA may well be a valuable component to ocular surface disease health, perhaps similar to what we’ve seen in macular disease research related to lutein, zeaxanthin and mesoxeaxanthin carotenoids.
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